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    1 Alphabet Blues     2 So Glad to Have the Blues     3 Bounce     4 Blues In '92     5
Somebody     6 Hydramatic Woman     7 Tangled With a Woman     8 Come On Home     9 No
Pretty Presents     10 Can't Get That Stuff No More    11 Skin Deep     12 Night's End   
Musicians:  Rod Piazza (vocals, harmonica);   Honey Alexander (piano);   Alex Schultz (guitar);  
Bill Stuve (bass);   Jimi Bott (drums).    

 

  

Another fine effort from Rod Piazza and the Mighty Flyers, Alphabet Blues alternates between
first-rate slow blues and cooking uptempo boogies and shuffles, both of which showcase their
versatile, many-sided talents. There are a few weak songs, but the album on the whole is quite
entertaining. – Thom Owens, Rovi

  

 

  

Piazza's career has spanned 5 decades now and even today he remains a relevent force in the
world of harmonica led blues. "Alphabet Blues" was released in 1992 and many long time fans
consider it to be one of his best. All if the band's trademarks are here. Piazza's incredible harp
playing and soulful singing. Miss Honey's outstanding boogie woogie piano, Alex Schultz
always tasty guitar and the solid rhythm section of Bill Stuve and Jimi Bott. The album is
anchored by one of Piazza's most popular numbers "Blues In 92" which he recently revisited on
his most recent album "Soul Monster". Piazza and The Flyers are one of the rare blues bands
that seem to be able to capture their live sound and energy in the studio. If you are looking to
explore this band's back catalogue this one would be a great place to start. ---Steven Sly,
amazon.com
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